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ABSTRACT: S p e c ~ e sabundance patterns in natural communities were analyzed using the recently
described 'dynamics model' Although the dynamics model is based on biological processes, simulation
of which yields patterns similar to those reported for natural communities. 3 shortcomings to the model
have been identified: (1) patterns identical to those predicted can also be derived for non-biological
communities; (2) the examples presented to validate the model are inadequate to assert with certainty
that competition is actually the factor responsible for the said patterns, as the model predicts; and ( 3 ) its
parameters are of limited usefulness. In view of the hierarchical organization of natural systems, use of
the Zipf-Mandelbrot model, developed in accordance with information theory, is proposed. Various
examples of natural communities were fit to this latter model to produce an analysis of comn~unity
structure in relation to the physical environment and the b~ologicalresponse of component organisms.
The Zipf-Mandelbrot model was found to provide a good statistical description of the structure and
transformation of natural communities, under the assumption that the habitat can be considered
hierarchical in structure.

INTRODUCTION
The attempt to satisfactorily explain species abundance patterns in natural communities has been a topic
of considerable controversy in ecology. Since numencal dominance is a characteristic feature of communities (Yodzis 1978),researchers have applied quantitative models to data sets of species abundance, in a n
effort to seek general applicability and a better understanding of community organization. The most common models are the geometric series model (Motomura
1932), the broken-stick model (MacArthur 1957), the
log-series model (Fisher et al. 1943) and the log-normal
model (Preston 1948), and various reviews can be
found in the literature (Pielou 1975, May 1976, Frontier
1985, Hughes 1986, Gray 1987). In particular, the lognormal distribution has received thorough consideration, since it is the expected pattern in undisturbed,
fully developed communities (Patrick 1973, Bazzaz
1975, Gray 1978, Gray & Mirza 1979, Gray & Pearson
1982, Ugland & Gray 1982, Jeffrey & Hallegraeff 1987).
In contrast, Lambshead & Platt (1985), Nelson (1987),
and, in particular, Hughes (1984, 1985, 1986) have
argued that the log-normal (like the log-series) distribution does not furnish any explanation of underlying ecological mechanisms. The main criticism of these
O Inter-ResearchPnnted in Germany

models can be summarized under the following points:
(1) lack of a theoretical basis in ecology (Hughes 1986);
(2) poor fits (Frontier 1985, Hughes 1986, Gray 1987);
and (3) lack of appropriate goodness of fit tests (Engen
1978). Hughes (1984, 1985, 1986) put forward a n iterative simulation model (known as the 'dynamics
model'), which provides a n explanation, based on
interspecific competition, for the high number of
species of low abundance a n d the low number of
species of high abundance sometimes found in natural
communities. The model includes parameters based on
biological processes (recruitment, survivorship), and
claims to provide a realistic approach to the subject.
The present paper calls into question 2 aspects of the
dynamics model, namely, its prediction that competition is the main factor influencing community structure,
and hence its dominance-diversity curve, a n d the
limited ecological utility of the model's parameters.
Because natural systems tend to exhibit a hierarchical
organization (Frontier 1985), the Zipf-Mandelbrot
model (Mandelbrot 1982), generated in accordance
with information theory, is put forward a s a more versatile model. Mandelbrot's approach to explaining the
regular rank-frequency distributions amongst the
words of a language was solved by linking the cost of
transmitting information, hence the need to optimise
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codes, a n d the cost of different words in a language. A
similar approach to the analysis of dominance-diversity
curves can offer some insight into the link between the
probabilities of encountering different combinations of
environmental conditions and the appearance of
species according to their requirements. Finally, it is
suggested that the usefulness of species abundance
patterns a s descriptors of community structure will advance as more refined models of the hierarchical structure of ecological systems are elaborated.

SHORTCOMINGS OF THE DYNAMICS MODEL
The dynamics model 'predicts a concave dominancediversity curve with a larger number of rare species,
but indicates that there may be a smaller proportion of
rare species In communities where population growth
is less restricted by competition or mortality' (Hughes
1986, p. 896) (Fig. 1, C). However, identical curves are
obtained from the frequency of surnames in the Barcelona telephone book (Fig. 1, F), the number of
species per genus in the Hustedt collection of diatom
types (Simonsen 1987), which consists of 17 000 samples taken from shelf and oceanic waters in different
parts of the world in different years (Fig. 1, D), and the
frequency of the different part types used to build a
No. of
INDIVIDUALS

RANK ORDER

Fig. 2. Dominance-diversity curves for a benthic community
off Cornwall (SW England) (Probert 1981) in June 1970 ( A ) ,
May 1970 ( B ) , and November 1970 (C).Compare w t h curves
A, B , and C in Fig. 1

Fig. 1. Dominance-diversity curves for a
log-series distribution (A), a log-normal
distribution (B), the dynamics model (C),
Hustedt's diatom collection (D), construction-set pieces (E), and surnames from
the Barcelona telephone book (F). A. B,
and C redrawn after ~ u ~ h e s ' ( i 9 8 6 )
'Meccano'-brand construction-set crane (Fig. 1, E), in
which the effects of competition and/or mortality are, at
the very least, questionable.
According to Pianka (1976), 'competition occurs
when two or more organisms, or other organismic units,
such as populations, interfere w t h or inhibit one
another'. In line with this definition, several of the
examples used by Hughes (1984) under the assumptions of the dynamics model can b e criticized in that
they do not strictly conform to the conditions of competition. Some group together data for several sampling
years (Fig. 2n in Hughes 1984) which, when broken
down by month, yield different results (Fig. 2), more
similar in shape to log-series (Fig. 2, A) or log-normal
(Fig. 2, C) distributions. Most of the examples used by
Hughes (1984) are in fact groupings of subsamples
taken at a considerable distance from each other in
time. Thus, despite the large horizontal (Hoghe 1982)
and vertical (Fleeger & Gee 1986, H111& Elmgren 1987)
differences in benthic meiofauna in a matter of just a
few centimeters, the example used by Hughes, based
on Gage (1972), contained sixteen 10 cm2 cores of the
top 20 cm of sediment taken from a n area 100 m in
diameter. Such a grouping would appear to invalidate
any possible conclusion as to the effect of small-scale
interspecific interactions Like competition and predation, in view of the potential importance of spatial
heterogeneity for understanding community structure
(Holt 1987).The effect caused by combining samples is
illustrated in Fig. 3. This example, presented by Rosenberg (19741, depicts the curves o b t a ~ n e dby grouping
30 X 30 X 10 cm dredge samples taken off the coast of
Sweden. The tail of the curve grows with the number of
subsamples grouped together, indicating that there is
no interaction between the species involved. The last
curve, for a grouping of 20 subsamples, was the curve
used by Hughes to test the dynamics model (Fig. 21 in
Hughes 1984).
The dynamics model is based on the concavity of the
curve, to a large extent generated by the large number
of rare or transient species. Fig. 4 illustrates the imporarea in generating such
a
tance
g v e n community, there will be a series of populations
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Fig. 3. Changes in dominance-diversity curves generated by
grouping together samples from a community from off the
coast of Sweden (Rosenberg 1974)
of abundant, more or less common, species ( n in Fig. 4 ) ,
whereas the rest of the species (mi), because of their
low frequency, form populations that are restricted to
certain subsectors of the community, there being no
predictable interaction between mi's or between certain n's and mi's. An increase in the number of rare
species (but not intermediate a n d abundant species)
with sample size was proved by Pearson et al. (1983).
Even though, as Hughes states, the abundance of
transient species is probably reduced by competibon
and predation, the shape of the curves generated by
grouping samples will b e invalid, unless the relative
weights of the species can be adjusted (e.g. by using a
log scale for the x-axis).
As a result, in our view the dynamics model is not a
valid explanatory model. Its shortcomings can be summarized as follows: (1) there is no evidence that this
type of dominance-diversity curve is generated in all
cases solely as a result of the action of competition or
predation; (2) competition cannot be claimed to be the
most important factor determining the dominancediversity curves, in that the data sets used do not fulfil1
the required conditions for testing this point; (3) the
attractiveness of the dynamics model concept, rooted in
the possibility of establishing conditions and then
analyzing the resulting structure, is outweighed by the
fact that few of its parameters have been or can be
measured in the field (Gray 1987).

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

A community is a system made up of various subsystems (e.g. taxa, trophic levels, size classes), each of
which is, in turn, made u p of individual elements; in
other words, it is a hierarchical system like the ones

Fig. 4 . Illustration of the influence of sampling area on dominance-diversity curves: n = abundant species (common
throughout the entire community; m = transient species
(generally differing between subareas)
used to describe astrophysical, biological, economic,
social, and symbol systems (Winiwarter 1983). Hierarchy theory has made inroads into ecology in recent
years (Sugihara 1980, Allen & Starr 1982, Allen &
Wyleto 1983, Maurer 1985). The theory is based on the
assumption that, although patterns of community structure are produced by a variety of interactions, such
patterns can be considered independently of detailed
knowledge about these interactions. Kolasa & Strayer
(1988) and Kolasa (1989) have proposed that the
habitat may be conceived of as hierarchical in structure
(e.g. forest - tree - branch - leaf), a n d that this structure may be responsible for the observed patterns of
species abundance. In populahon blology, hierarchical
systems consist of a large number of rare species (e.g.
large organisms, organisms belonging to high trophic
levels) (Frontier 1985, Kolasa 1989) as well a s a high
number of subsystems which assure the continuity of
the main system even when certain subsystems (e.g.
species) disappear (Roberts & Tregonning 1980). The
simplest mathematical expression for such systems is
Zipf's law (Zipf 1949):
log F, = F,, - 6 log r

(1)

where F, = frequency of species r; and r = its position
in the rank order. Plots using log-log scales minimize
the role of the less abundant species, dependent on
sampling. This model, improved by Mandelbrot (1982),
was recently discussed by Frontier (1985) and expressed as:
log F,

=

(Y

- 6 log (r

+ P)

(2)

The theory underlying the model is that the abundance
of each species is also dependent upon the existence of a
series of unspecified conditions (e.g. food consumption,
mortality, reproduction rate, chemical defenses, adap-
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tive morphological evolution, interspecific interactions),
as well as the existence of a number of preconditions
that must be satisfied by the environment (Frontier
1985, Kolasa & Strayer 1988). The larger the number of
conditions the less likely it is that the species in question
will be present, since the probabilities are multiplicative. The set was depicted by means of a truncated tree
diagram (Fig. 21 in Frontier 1985). The parameter 6
depends on the average probability of the appearance of
a species, all preconditions necessary for that species
being fulfilled. It takes on lower values in highly complex systems of information transmission, and higher
values in less structured systems (Frontier 1985). The
parameter p, for its part, depends on the average
number of alternatives per category of precondition (i.e.
the potential diversity of the environment). Thus, takes
on higher values when the environment affords room for
a greater number of conditions or alternatives. Both
parameters S and (3 together are conditioning factors
affecting the species diversity and evenness of the
community. A value of 6 close to 1 yields a greater
degree of evenness than do higher values, while a
positive value of p results in a greater evenness among
the most abundant species, and therefore a higher
species diversity index. As Frontier (1985) pointed out, P
acts on species diversity and evenness through niche
diversity (the number of alternatives for each type of
environmental precondition), and 6 on the predictability
of the ecosystem (probability of appearance of a species
when its environmental preconditions have been satisfied). In consequence, the model provides for an analysis of environmental conditions and then, once the
environment has been defined, for an investigation of
the response of the different organisms.

FITTING MANDELBROT'S MODEL TO NATURAL
DATA
Three data sets from the literature were fitted using
the Zipf-Mandelbrot model. The first (Pearson 1975)
was an analysis of the development of a soft-bottom
benthic community. Organic enrichment, caused by
effluent material discharged by a pulp and paper mill,
took place during the sampling period. Temporal
changes in the model parameters are depicted in Fig. 5.
The parameter P took on low values during discharge.
This can be interpreted as a reduction in the number of
alternatives supported by the environment, as the
theory behind the model predicts. Relative fluctuations
in the value of p during discharge means that the
should be evaluated as relative
parameters S and
rather than as absolute values. On the other hand, 6
took on lower values soon after discharge commenced,
but recovered later on. In line with the theorehcal

TIME (years)

Fig. 5. Values of the parameters fi a n d 6 of the Zipf-Mandelbrot model with tlme in a soft-bottom community off Scotland
affected by organic enrichment (Pearson 1975)

description of the model, this should be interpreted as a
reduction in community structure, especially after maximum discharge, the community being colonized by
more opportunistic, less demanding species. The
reduction in the diversity of the system over the sampling period (Pearson 1975) supports this conclusion.
The relative decay in the value of 6 at the beginning of
the discharge should not be interpreted as an increase
in community structure but rather as a complete
change in the composition of the community.
The second example (Fig. 6) is a transect along Loch
Etive, Scotland (Gage 1972). The parameter took on
higher values close to the mouth of the firth and lower
values closer to the open sea, except at Stn E - l l , which
was much deeper than the rest of the sampling stations.
Thus, the environment afforded more room for different
biological strategies (more possibilities) in the inshore
area, where environmental variability increased, due to
the influx of fresh water from the firth. In spite of this,
the value of the parameter (5 remained fairly constant,
except for the deeper station E-11, suggesting that the

offshore

-

inshore

Fig. 6. Values of the parameters P and b of the Zipf-Mandelbrot model on a transect along Loch Etive in Scotland (Gage
1972)
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species present had similar requirements with regard
to their colonization strategies or that the complexity of
the different stations was relatively similar. Interestingly, Gage (1972) showed that the percentage of the
polychaete-bivalve fraction remained fairly constant at
between 50 and 70 %.
The last example (Fig. 7) has been taken from Probert (1981) and comprises 15 samples from a n area
affected by a discharge of china clay waste. Probert
(1981) found that the community underwent impoverishment (a reduction in diversity), despite a reduction
in the discharge during the study. Fluctuations in the
parameter values were observed, following a generally
declining trend. According to the theory, the system
should afford fewer alternatives over time, but this was
not accompanied by a n increase in opportunistic
species (parameter 6). Despite the changes observed in
the fauna, the author concluded that the fluctuations in
relative species abundance were in accord with seasonal and long-term changes in coastal soft-bottom
communities. In this example, the parameters followed
parallel trends, suggesting that both the environment
a n d the fauna were undergoing a slmilar pattern of
change. In other words, as Probert (1981) pointed out,
the discharge did not seem to affect the area, and
changes were related to the normal transformations
taking place in the community.
The quality of a model depends on how well it
performs in relation to the purpose for which it was
designed (Starfield & Bleloch 1986). In consequence,
the examples presented suggest that the Zipf-Mandelbrot model can be considered a good statistical descriptor of the transformation of natural communities and
their structure. Nevertheless, 3 shortcomings were
identified, and these must be taken into account in
future applications: (1) the parameters are variable
over time, hence the use of relative values rather than
absolute values is encouraged; (2) the model affords
useful information on community structure provided
that additional information (diversity, composition,
environmental changes) is also available; (3) the question of whether or not the least abundant species
should b e omitted from the curves generated (Frontier
1985) remains to be resolved. While logarithmic scales
can be used to reduce the importance of this factor,
species of low abundance generate steps in the final
part of the curves, thereby affecting the parameter
values.
The use of hierarchical models to explain patterns of
species abundance has been proposed previously by
other workers (Sugihara 1980, Allen & Starr 1982, Allen
& Wyleto 1983, Kolasa & Biesiadka 1984, Maurer 1985,
Kolasa & Strayer 1988, Kolasa 1989).The Zipf-Mandelbrot model takes the line of a hierarchical view of
systems as a useful means of understanding patterns in
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Fig. 7 Values of the parameters P and 6 of the Zipf-Mandelbrot model with time in a soft-bottom community of china clay
waste deposits (Probert 1981)

community structure, and would seem to b e a promising method of using frequencies of abundance to
analyze community structure by means of optimization
of community information systems. A thorough consideration of this model and its application to biological
samples would be of exceptional interest in order to
shed light on a subject for which few useful conclusions
have been forthcoming from a quite copious literature.
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